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ABSTRACT

This is a report on a method of estimating age
dependent changes in rates of natural mortality and
the age- and season-dependent changes in rates of
availability of the Pacific sardine. It includes estimates
of the virtual average catch curve and relative year class
strengths and deviations of individuai curves from these
estimates. The calculations are carried out with each of
three sets of data: totai California catch, catch per unit
of effort in central California, and catch per unit of
effort in southern California.

.The average catch curve allows an estimate to be
made of the increase in the natural mortality rate
during fully recruited ages. The deviations of individual
curves are assumed to represent the annual changes in

rate of availability of each year class under a certain
condition. The deviations of different age groups in the
same years are compared to giye a general idea of age
dependent change in the rate of availability in a year.
Availability is also examined in regard to ocean tem
peratures preceding the fishing season.

A detailed model is proposed to estimate parameters
relevant to the sardine population on the basis of the
above examination as well as on the basis of earlier
estimates of rates of natural mortality and availability.
Consideration of the detailed model indicates the
necessity for several sources of information to establish
methods for predicting the sardine catch.

A fisherman's income depends on the size and
behavior of stocks of fish entering his fishing
grounds as well as on the efficiency of his gear. A
fishery· biologist must predict the size of the fish
stocks available to the commercial fisheries.
Taylor's 2 multiple regression equation, based on
temperature and salinity in the year of spawning
and on body length at the end of the first year of
life, predicts the virtual stock size of a Pacific
sardine year class. Availability of this fish, how
ever, varies from season to season (Widrig, 1954),
thus complicating the problem of prediction. To
be useful to the fishermen, therefore, forecasts are
needed for· particular seasons and they must be
based on yearly changes in availability in addition
to year-class strength.

Widrig (1954) used relative rate of availability
of the Pacific sltrdine to estimate population sizes
and Yamanaka 3 developed a method for estimat
ing the absolute value of the rate. Both authors
started from the formula:

Z=M-Iog {7'e-IQ+(I-r)} (1)

where Z and M denote instan taneous coefficients
of total and natural mortalities as defined by HoIt.,
Gulland, Taylor, and Kurita (1959). Other sym
bols are defined as: f=amount of effort, Q=effi
dency of unit effort, and r=rate of availability.

Widrig (1954) and Yamanaka 3 assumed that
the rates of natural mortality and availability are
constant for four age groups (111- to VI-year-old
fish). Introducing age-dependent changes in these
rates into the calculations complicates the prob
lem. Because the above authors did not do so, it is
necessary to check the assumptions of equation
(1) from another point of view.

In this paper I am interested in three matters.
First I determine, through a simple examination
of the catch data, if there is evidence of age
dependent changes in natural mortality and in
availability. I also compare the various estimates
of availability and their relation to an environ
mental factor, ocean temperature. Then I present
a method to estimate the parameters on more
probable assumptions resulting from these
examinations.

I This manuscript was prepared during tho author's visit at the Bur~au

or Commercial Fisheri~s Biological Laboratory, La Jolla, Calif., November
1959 to October 1960.

2 Taylor, Clyde C. Some factors associated with year class size of the Pacific
sardine. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory, La Jolla,
Calif. (Manuscript).

Published May 1968.
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GENERAL STATEMENT

In the first examination of the age data, I made

• Yamanaka, Ichlro. Borne notes on the natural mortality and availability
of the California sardine. Nankai Regional Fisheries Research Laboratory,
Koehi, Japan (Manuserlpt).
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no attempt to estimate the absolute value of rate of
availability, but rather I estimated" the fiucLull.tioIltI
in it as related to season and age. Strictly speaking,
availability should be divided into two categories:
(a) accessibility, the fish stock (in terms of
numbers) accessible within the range of the
fishermen and (b) vulnerability, which depends
on fo,ctors involving gear efficiency. Measuring
vulnerability in the commercial catch requires
more than the examination of age composition
and the amount of effort. I comment on this
problem later. In the absence of information to
separate availability into its components, their
separate effects are disregarded here and included
in the changes in availability and mortality.

Two basic assumptions are requisite for the first
study of the relation of fluetuations to season and
age: first, that the total mortality coefficient
fluctuates randomly around a mean; and second,
that the rate of availability fluetuates around a
logarithmie mean. Even though no fishery may
satisfy these assumptions, they may be aecepted
for a first approximation when age and year dass
are significant sources of variation in catch com
pared to the interaction that is a measure of total
effeets of changes in rates of mortality and
availability as well as survey errors. In other
words, changes in mortality and availability are
regnrded as less important in determining the
cateh than age and year-class strength when the
lat-teI two are significant sources of variations.

FORMULATIONS

Without exception the number of the ith year
class caught in the year when they were jth age,
O/jo is expressed as:

j-I j-I

O/j=N/o'l'/j'Eij' II ,Sij=N;o·rij'Eij' II ,S,a
a=O a=lp

(2)

where: S/j=annual rate of survival of the ith
year class at jth age, E,;=rat~ of exploitation fol'
t,he il.vailable part of the ith year dass at jth
age, tp = youngest age in maturing spawning
produets, Nio=initial stock size of the ith year
class, N' 10= stock size of the ith year class at
the beginning of the year when they were tp year (s)
old.

Under conditions assumed above, it holds that
"-I

log O;=log ~'o-~ Za+log rj+log E j (3)
a:atp

where, log O;=logarithmic average of all ('.atches
of jth age fish over year classes, log· No=log
arithmic average of recruitment stock sizes over

year classes, Za=average mortality coefficient
at ath age over year classes, log rj=logarithmic
average of availability rates at jth age over year
classes, log Ej=logarithmic average of exploitation
rates at jthage over year dasses
and

l(lgO;+I=logN~-tZa+logrHI+log EJ+I (3')
a=/.

and then

log 0HI-log OJ=-Zj
+ (log rJ+I-log 1'j)+(log Ei+I-log E j) (4)

If jth age fish migrate with fish older by 1
year, formula (4) approaches -Zj for data avail
able over a period of years, if there is no trend
in the rates of exploitation and availability, or if
the number of years is large. Thus, the logarithmic
means of several ages of fish give a "standard
virtual cateh curve" for a given period under the
above conditions. The standard eurve beeomes
more reliable in estimates of -Zj as the period
under eonsideration becomes longer and the eateh
curve of each year class becomes more stable.

Year-class means of log Cij, log 0;, are

where ka=(f l -a+l)/(f l-fp+l), and tl=the old
est age in question. The last two terms are the
year-dass mealls of the logarithms of rates of
availability and exploitation, respectively.

These means may not give a good estimate of
year-chtss strength in the sardine beeause its life
span is too short to allow changes in rates of
availability and exploitation to eancel each other.
It may be regarded, however, as a measure of the
mean available stock size of each year class when
the year class is found to be a significant source
of variation.

Sinee the logarithmie mean of catc.hes is

I,

log C=log N~-~ kaZa+log r+log E (6)
a=/.

we can eonstruct an "expected catch," E (log Otj),
when Zta=Za is eommon for the entire year class
and '''a=1' 1 and Eia=Et are common for all the
age groups of any year class.

E (log O,;).=log O.+log OJ-log 0

=log N;o- {'('~ Za
a=l.

+1J kaZ1a - tt. kaZa) }

+ (log r.+log rj-Iog r)
+ (log E,+log Ej-log E) (7)
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FIGURE I.-Catch curves of Pacific sardine, year classes
1926 through 1954: Vertical scale equals log of millions
of fish; distance between zero points for each year class
equals 1.0 (Le., 10,000,000 fish).

The age- and year-class mean of log Ctj for the
22 year classes from 1930 to 1951 are, nevertheless,
regarded as sufficiently significant to give a reliable
standard catch curve and estimates of year-class

Therefore,

Au=log Ctj-E (log C tj)

{ j-I (o~ I, I,)}
= - ~. Zta- ?=t. Za+~ kaZta-~. kaZa

+ {log rtj-(log rt+log rj-log r)} + {log E lj

-(log Et+log Ej-log E)} (8)

Among the variables in formula (8), we can deter
mine combined effects of yearly changes in
mortality coefficients and availability rate. Be
cause 2: jAtj=O, the deviations of the same year
class should be negatively correlated when the
ehanges in rates of availability and exploitation
are less important than change m mortality
coefficients in determining the cateh curves. On
the other hand, signifieant positive correlat.ion
between deviations of any two age groups taken
in the same seasons indicates that deviations in
availability and exploitation are important.

A similar meaning attaches to any measure that
is proportional to the available stock size, sueh as
catch per unit of effort; here the change in rate of
exploitation is disregarded. It should be noted
that the deviations are affected by the year-class
average of logarithms of availability and are not,
then, a measure of relative availability on the
same base.

TOTAL CALIFORNIA CATCH

Age coomposition of the California sardine has
been reported for 26 seasons, 1932-33 through
1957-58 by Eckles (1954), Wolf (1961), Felin and
Phillips (1948), Mosher, Felin, and Phillips (1949),
Felin, Phillips, and Daugherty (1949), Felin,
Daugherty, and Pinkas (1950, 1951), Felin, Anas,
Daugherty, and Pinkas (1952), Felin, MacGregor,
Daugherty, and Miller (1953, l~54, 1955), Felin,
Wolf, Daugherty, and Miller (1958),· Wolf,
MacGregor, Daugherty, and Miller (1958), and
Daugherty and Wolf (1960). When catch IS

plotted against age on a semilog scale for each year
class, the catch curves are fairly smooth for fish
older than age II of most year classes, but are
very irregular for some year classes-especially
those spawned in 1947 through 1949 (fig. 1).
These irregular curves may be due to ehanges in
availability and exploitation. The catch curves of
some year classes indicate moderate irregularity.
For instance, year classes 1930 through 1933
might have been highly available in the 1936-37
season.
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TABLE I.-Mean sardine catch (In), total mortality
coefficients, and change in mortality by age for the year
classes 1930-51 and 1930-44 in California

strength of the available stocks. Analysis of
variance of the mell,ns of logarithms of the total
sardine catch in California for the year classes
1930 through 1951 gives the following: II
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FIGURE 2.-Correlation coefficients between index of
virtual availability of two age groups, based on the
total catch in California, 1932-33 through 1957-58
seasons.

"6.1756
"I. 3825

.2851

Mean
!square

Z;+I-Z;Mortality
coefficient IZ;)

Mean catch (In)

Source·of variation Degrees of
freedom

"Significant at a pl'obaIJility of less than 0.1 percent.

Age Ii)

Age___________________________________________ 4
Year class_ _ __ ____ __ __ __ _ 21
Residual. .__ 84

The average catches by age indicate that sardines
are not fully recruited until age III (table 1). The
increase in the mortlllity coefficient, even after
age III, may be attributed partly to incomplete
reeruitment after this age and partly to an increase
in natural mortality.

1930-51 1931H4 1930-51 1930-44 1930-51 1930-44

Mil/iolls Millions
offish of fiSh

Il _______ 310.0 646.7
-0.09 0.11

IlL _____ 340.9 579.9 0.72 0.60
.63 .71

IV _______ 176.5 284.0 .32 .28
.95 1.00

V ________ 65.1 104.9 .24 .23
1.19 1.23

VL _____ 18.8 30.6

Because of incomplete records, the expected
catches of eight year classes, 1926-29 and 1951-57,
are constructed through their mean catches and
a standard catch curve, so that ~JiilJ reduced to
zero. When these additional classes are included,
the deviations of logarithmic catches of any two
age groups in the same season are positively
correlated with each other, where the effects of
environment and fishing intensity might be ex
pected to be common for all the age groups. The
correlation coefficient is higher for combinations
of adjacent age groups (fig. 2). On the other hand,
correlation coefficients between 'deviations in two
ages from the same year classes range from
-0.690 to 0.307. This variability indicates that
change in survival rate is less important than
change in availability and exploitation.

From these observations in regard to assump
tions given in the last two paragraphs of the
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preceding section (on fonnulations), it may be
assumed that the year-class-dependent change in
total mortality coefficients is smaller than the
seasonal changes in both availability and exploita
tion and that the migratory pll.ttern differs from
age to age but is similar for adjacent, ages. The
multiple correlation of deviations of age groups
III to V in the Sitme season was calculated to be
as high as 0.815. These three age groups furnished
the greater part of the period under discussion.

It. is well known that the migratory pattern of
the Japanese sardine and its fishing grounds are
affect,ed by changes in oceil.nographic conditions
(Sll.ko, 1939; Shimomura, 1954). Because sufficient
information about the environment of the fishing
grounds in California Wll.ters was lacking, I
correlated the tempel'll.ture anomaly at the pier
of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography for
July through September (just before the fishing
season) with annual mean deviations in the catch
of the three major age groups for 26 sell.sons
(fig. 3). The correlation coefficient was 0.599,
slightly over the I-perc.ent level of significance.

Clark and Daugherty (1950) reported the catch
per unit of effort and t.otal effort of the purse
seiners in California wat.ers as well as at each of
t.he three major ports, San Francisco, Monterey,
and San Pedro, for the seasons 1932-33 t.hrough
1948-49. To eliminate the effects of improvement

u.s. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE



CATCH PER UNIT OF EFFORT

FIGURE 3.-Relation between temperature anomaly at
pier of the Scripps Institution of Oceanogmphy and
virtual availnbility of snl'dines in Cnlifornia, 1932-33
t.hrough 195i-li8 l'easolls. Numerals denote the fishing
season, e.g., 32 indicates the season of 1932-33.

'4.4487
'1. 2050

.1596

Mean
square

Source 01 v,U'iat.ion Degree 01
freodom

'Significant at n probability oll.ss than 0.1 pcrcent.

Because fishing effort appeared to show a
positive correlation with the deviation of cn,teh
from the expeeted value, I repellted the llbove
caleulations for total eatch, using the clltch per
unit of effort. Present evidenee indicates thllt the
stock exploited in the waters off centrll1 Cll1ifornill
is mainly composed of fish spawned in the wllters
off southern California (northern subpopulation),
whereas the stoek in southern California includes
fish spawned off central Baja California (southern
subpopulation) as well as fish from the northern
subpopulation (Felin, 1954; Marl', 1960). The
effort data are not given llfter the 1951-52 season
for central California where the fishery praetically
disappeared by 1954. Cateh per unit of effort at
San Francisco, Monterey, and San Pedro indicates
that the available stocks off the two northern
ports are correlated with a significant eoefficient
of 0.810 but that the stock off San Pedro is not
eorrelated with either San Francisco (0.314) or
Monterey (0.398) during the 19 seasons from
193~-33 to 1950-51. This lack of eorrelation may
be attributed to differenees in the subpopuln,tion
supporting the fisheries. It is also possible that the
northern subpopulation, having migl'll.ted to cen
tml California, left only It minor portion of the
stock in southern Californin, or that major age
groups differed between these regions.

Since it, is desirable to forecast regional catehes,
the following discussion is bll.sed on dn,ta by
region. In the northern waters the cl\.tch curves
for ages n to VI, bl\.sed on cl\.tch per unit of
effort, were obtained for the 1930-44 year classes.
The curves were fairly regular for most of the
year elasses, exeept the lnst. The following tnble
shows that age and year class are significl\.nt
sources of variation of logllrithmic eateh, as was
true for tottt.l eatch:

Agc . ._. __ . ___ __ _ 4
Year class . _. _. ___ __ 14
ResiduaL . __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ____ _ 56

The following t.abulation of the stllndard catch
curve based on logllrithmic means of the cateh per
unit. of effort in cent.ml California for the year
classes 1930-44 shows thn,t there is less change in
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in the efficiency of individual boats, they adjusted
the catch per unit of effort using as base year the
1932-33 season at each port. The same authors
(1952) reported the data for the 1949-50 and 1950
51 sel1sons in n.ll California Witters, as well as Itt
Monterey and San Pedro, and Clark (1956)
published the data for the four seasons 1951-52
through 1954-55 in southern California. In the
latter two works the authors chose the 1941-42
season as the new base year (Clark and Daugherty,
1950) to fit, recent developments in the fishery.

Because fishing effort should be expressed on
the stl,me base year, I converted the catch per
unit of effort in the whole fishing season to t,he
value based on that of the 1941-42 season. Since
the fishing grounds off California are divided into
two regions of almost equal area, the north off
San Fl'll.ncisco and Monterey and the south off
San Pedro (Widrig, 1954), the total effective effort
is calculated by dividing the total California
eateh by the sum of eatches per unit effort in the
two regions. The deviations of cateh showed a
significant multiple correlation coeffieient of 0.594
with t,he temperature anomaly and the amount of
fishing effort. Partial correlation coefficients were
0.~93 for fishing effort and 0.585 for temperature
anoIllluies.
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mortality rate with age than was found for total
catch (table 1):

The deviations from the expected catch for some
year classes did not always indicate significant
negative correlation; the coefficients range between
-0.661 and 0.478. On the other hand, the devia
tions in the same season were always positively
correlated; the coefficients vary between 0:280
and 0.850. It is agnin found that the closer the
ages, the higher the correlation coefficients. The
multiple cOITelation eoefficient for the three major
age groups is 0.877.

In the southern California catch, the curves
were irregular for the year classes that occurred
after 1947. The following analysis of variance of
the means of logarithuls of the catch per unit of
effort in southern California for the year classes
1930-48 shows that age and year class are signifi
cant sourees of variation:

Age (j)

11. . __ . . . _. . _
IIL . __ . _
IV _.. . . _
V . ._. . ••• __
VL __ . _

Mean catch
(thousands

01 fish)

656.6
59"2.5
264.7
102.5
33.7

Mortality
coefficient

(Zj)

0. 10
.81
.95

1.11

TABLE 2.-Mean sardine catch (In), total 1/Iortal-ity ca-
e.ffic-ie.nts, and- change in mortality by age for the year
classes 1930-48 and 1930-44 in southern Cali/om-ia

Mean catch Cln) Mortality Zj+l-Zj
Age (j) coefficient (Zj)

1931H8 1931H4 1931H8 1930-44 1931H8 1930-44

Millions Millions
of fiSh of /ish

II____ . __ 907.6 888.5
0. 26 0. 27

IIL. ____ 701.9 680.2 0.77 0.61
1.03, .87

IV _______ 251. 1 283.6 .~4 .33
1.26 1.20

V ________ 71. I 85.2 .07 .29
1.33 1.49

VL____ . 18.8 14.3

age groups, this similarity may suggest that
some younger and older age groups than those in
question showed different changes in availability
between these two regions.

The temperature anomaly at Scripps pier does
not correlate well with the deviations in catch,
but is slightly higher with those in eentral Cali
fornia (0.560) than with those in southern Cali
fornia (0.495).

DYNAMICS OF THE PACIFIC SARDINE
FISHERY \
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The standard catch curve is fairly smouth after
age III; age-dependent changes in mortality are
minor. The four year classes that were produced
in 1945-48, however, may differ in survival rate
as well as in stock size (table 2). The correlation
coefficient between deviations of the same year
class fluctuates broadly between -0.495 and
0.138. The correlations between deviations in the
same season are always positive, 0.223 to 0.890,
and are higher for two adjacent age groups; the
multiple correlation coefficient for age groups III
to V was as high tis 0.910.

The mean deviations for age groups III through
V in eentral and southern California fluctuate
similarly; the correlntion eoefficient between them
was 0.810. Compared with the different regional
fluctuations in eateh per unit of effort of all the

Source 01 variation Degrees 01
freedom

Age :" __ . _.. . _. . __ .... __ • 4
Year class .. _____ 18
Residual. • .. .. 72

'Significant at a probability 01 less than 0.1 pe,'cl'nt.

Mean
square

'1. 6133
'2.0954

.1244

This discussion deals with the age-dependent
ehanges in rates of natural mortality and avail
ability derived from information obtnined thus
fnr. A detniled model is presented for estimnting
the pn,rameters inherent in the population dy
namics of the Pacific sardine.

All three sets of dn,ta analyzed above indieate
three characters of catch curves of the sardine:
(a) the inerease of the virtual total mortality
coeffieient with age; (b) the close relation between
virtual indiees of availnbility of two adjacent
ltge groups; and (c) the dependence of the avail
ability on tempernture in the months just before
the fishing season. To examine the reliability of
these findings, similar analyses are repeated with
estimates of these parameters as presented by
Widrig (1954) and Yamanaka (footnote 3).

Previous authors l1ssumed that the naturnl
mortality coefficient was ,constnnt over the four
age groups III through VI. In Widrig's study
(1954) three appropriate vnlues of the coefficients
were assumed, nnd the rate of avuilability in a
season was shown in relative rate to that of the
1936-37 season for each of these assumed coef
ficients. Yamanaka (footnote 3) assumed that the

"u.s. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE



natural mortality coefficient fluctuated around a
mean arId that the rate of availnbility fluctuated
nround a logarithmic men,n for the 23 seasons
from 1932-33 to 1954-55. Becn,use the level of
availability ehanged between the' early n.nd later
years of the investigation, he divided the period
into two pn,rts; one from 1932-33 to 1945-46, and
the other from 1945-46 to 1954-55. The present
report examines only his final estimates based
on the divided data. Because these authors first
estimated the rnte of availability in logarithms,
my nnalysis of the rate is usually made with
logarithmic rather than nctuul values.

As estimated by Yamanakn, (footnot.e 3), the
increase in virtunl total mortality coefficients
with age is compnrable to deerense in avnilnbility
of older fish. As expected from his assumption,
availa.bilit.y should deerease with a.ge if total
mortalit,y increnses. Therefore, I eonelude that
the virt.un.l coeffieient of tot.a.l mort.n.lit.y of t.he
Pacifie sardine iilCrensed wit.h age for t.he period
invest.ign,ted.

The nge-dependent, change in t.he virtual
coefficient. of totnl mortnlit.y may be partly
ntt.ributed t,o incomplet.e recruitment 4 in addit.ion
t.o a ren.l change in nuturnl mortality, insofn,r as
it. is estimated from t.he age composit.ion of the
eommercial cat.ch. Alt.hough no condusive evi
dence is obt.il.ined,.it seems t.o me that the inerease
in natural mort.iI.lity wit.h age is renl rather than
enused 'by incomplete recruit.ment for t.he fish
nt and older thiln the three ages discussed, since
the fishery has expluit.ed fish nS young as nge I
and somet.imes age zero. If this increase in nitt.ural
mortnlit.y with nge is reul, the nntural mortnlity
coeffieient of these fish is considered to inereuse
linenrly with nge (t.able O. A linenr inerease of
the eoefficient. with nge wns postulat.ed by
Beverton nnd Holt (1957, pp. 69-71) for three
species: two herrings, Olupea ha.rengu8 hareng·u.s
and C. ha.reng"l/s palla.si, investigat.ed by Hodgson
(1932) nnd Tester (unpublished, eit.ed by Ricker,
1948) and the whit.efish, Coregona.s dupeafornii.s, of
Lake Opeongo st.udied by Ricker (1949). A linear
lnerense with age mn,y not nlways hold, however,
lIS WllS shown for t.he same species, or ecologicllHy
reJuted ones, surveyed on ot.her occasions: namely. .
the' whitefish of' Shukespeare Island Lnke, t.he

, Age of completo recruitment of a partially availahle population is defined
as the age at whic·h all the fish are potentially "c.atcJmhle" by the fishery
even if, actually, some of them do not always enter the fishing ground. When
rates of availability are estimated for all the age groups appearing in the catch,
the age of complete recruitment is determined by comparison of the average
rate for eac·h age.
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sauger, Stizo.stedion canadense, of Lake Opeongo
(Ricker, 1949), and the herring, O. harengu.s pallasi
(Tester, 1955).

It. is not.ewort.hy t.hat, total mortality coefficients
are higher in southern California than in cent.ral
California-also the increments, which average
about 0.30 in southern California but 0.15 in
centl'lll California; as previously shown. This
difference is partly attributed to differential dis
tribution of the fish by'age; older fish migrate
fnrther north. It should be noted, however, that
Yamanaka (footnote 3) estimated. the natural
mort.ality coefficient of the sardines to be higher
in the more reeent years, when t.he southern sub
population predominated, t.han in earlier years
for the entire range of t.he fishery in California.
Thus, bot.h his and my results llgree that the
mortality rate is higher in the southern subpopula
tion t.hnn in the northern one.

It has been shown thus far t.hllt the rnte of
lwailability differed between age groups exploit,ed
in the Sllme fishing season but that it was close
for two lldjacent llge groups. A comparnble result
is obtained from the analysis of the availabilit.y
mt.es as estimated by Yamllnakn (footnote 3).
As to the age-dependent, clmnge in Iwaihlbility, it.
hns alrelldy been suggested that. some speeies of
fish school t.ogether by size or by age, including,
among others, the hen-ing, C. hare-ng"!/s (Hjort.,
1926, p. 8); t.he sardine, Sard-inops melalw.<;f·icta
(Yamanaka, 1955, p. 51); the anchovies, Engl'aulis
mOl'dax (Miller, 1955, p. 30), and Oetengra"Ulis
mysticefu.<; (Howllrd and Lllnda, 1958, p. 394);
the yellowfin tuna, Tho-unn'us albacal'es (Sehaefer,
1948, p. 199); and the skipjaek tuna, Ka.t.<;uwonus
pela.mi.s (Brock, 1954, p. 99).

As an approllch to predicting catch, the tempera
ture datn at Scripps pier just before the fishing
season were regarded llS having been eorrelat.ed
wit.h t.he preliminary estimates of availabilit.y.
The correlation coefficients between temperatures
and t.he logllrit.hms of each series of estimates by
Widrig (1954), based on assumed values of the
nat.ural mort.alit.y coefficients of 0, 0.2, and 0.4,
nre 0.256, 0.305, nnd 0.300, respeetively. Since
Yamanaka (footnote 3) est.imated the nat.ural
mortality eoefficient to be 0.35 for nH the seasons,
or 0.25 for 1932-33 through 1945-46 and 0.65
for 1945-46 through 1954-55, the most probable
rat.e of Widrig's estimates of availllbility, based on
the assumed natural mortality coefficient of 0.4,
is best. correlated with temperature. In Yama
naka's est.imates, the eOlTelation coefficient. wit.h
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t.emperat.ure is 0.686-higher t.han t.hat. calculat.ed
by me or by "\Yidrig (1954).

The correlat.ion coefficient based on the rate of
avaih:tbilit.y is 0.757 and, thus. higher than t.hat,
based on the lognrithmic values.

Summarizing these examinations of the age
composition of the sardine eat.eh by Widrig (1954),
Yamanakn (footnote 3) and the present. study, I
nmy be able to assume the following characterist,ics
of t.he available sardine stoeks:

n. The nat.ural mort.ality differs by age and by
subpopulat.ion and probably by year dass;
t.herefore, I reeommend that t.he rate be est.imated
for each nge group with t.he data t.aken in theshort
est. period of years for whieh t.he analysis ean be
made and for each fishing ground in whieh the
st.ock is more homogeneous.

b. The availability also differs by age of the
fish. It is indieated, however. that the rates of
two suecessive age groups are similar. This fact
also indieates t.hat the paramet.ers should be
estimated for eaeh age group separately.

c. Availability seems t.o be correlated with
t.emperature. This possibility should be st.udied
in reIn,tion to t.emporal and areal patterns of t.he
environment, as well as t.he geneml levels of
availability. For inst.anee, Craig (1960) demon
st.rat.ed thnt the helTing enteh was relll,t.ed t,o
increase in temperature and strength and direc
t.ion of winds in ell,rly summer, even t.hough t.he
eat.eh WitS not. highly correlated with each of
these factors. Faetors sneh as these, regnrded
import.ant in Japn.n, indude tempernture dis
tribut,ion, intensit,y of cold water mnsses (up
welling), and current strength and direction
(Shimomura. 1954).

A more detailed model is presented on the
basis of age specific modality nnd nvailnbility
charaeteristics. Because rll,tes of availability of
two adjacent age groups in any year may be
assumed t.o be nlmost the same, t.he virtual
survival rate, S~t, obtained from age and cat,ch
dat.a is expressed as:

S;,=exp (Z;,)=(Na+1'/+I)/(Nal1'al)

= {1'ale-f,Qa,+ (1-l'a,)} eAfal l',,+l,,+I!l'a, (9)

then

where a and t denot.e age of fish nnd season,
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respectively. It is nssumed that 1'a, and Qal are
equal to l'a' /+1 and Qa"+1 respectively.

The mean of virtual mortality coeffieients for
n seasons is the sum of means of the first. and
second terms, and (log l'a'I-10g "'a'n+1)/n. Then,
if Q remains constant for a long lleriod of years
so that. t.he last, t.erm diminishes t.o zero, t.he means
of the paramet.ers induding Q, 111, and l' are est.i
mated as shown by Yarnannka (footnote 3).
The value of Q, however, should be regarded as
varinble during rather short periods of years,
part.ly depending on gear improvement, such as
the several genr improvement.s in the snrdine
fishery in California. In nddition, Q mll,y vary
because of biological and eeonomic reasons even
if t.he snme t.ype of fishing genr is used. The
major fnctors relating to t.his qunntit.y nllty be
classified in t.he following three groups:

a. The first and most essential factor affecting
Qdepends on such variables as fish size, gear type,
and speed of hn,uling. This fnetor and the mechll,n
ical seleet.ivity discussed below, defined as q in
the following discussion, det.ermined the effieiency
of a fishery for n part.iculnr size of fish distribu ted
in n cert.nin wny.

b. The second faetor, seleetivit.y, is related t.o
bot.h t.he fish and the fish.ery. Two general ('ate
gories of seleetivit.y should be dist.inguished. The
first is a mechanieal seleetivity, such as the size
and number of fish ret.nined by t.he gear, ll,nd is
det.ermined by t.he relnt.ion between sizes of mesh
or hook .nnd fish; the second is nn economic
select.ivit.y, cont.rolled by market performanee by
size or species. The former type of selectivity is
included in the first. cntegory (11 above) of fllct.ors
controlling Q. The mean of the Intter selec
tivit.y fact.or is included in the mt.es of IHlt.ural
mortality. The deviation from mean is included
in nvailability.

e. The third fact.or, volume of the wllt,er in
which the aVllilable part. of the st,ock is distributed,
also causes ehange in Q even t.hough t.he mt.e of
availabilit.y is constnut,. The same gear should be
more effect.ive or t.he same fishermen should locate
t.he schools more readily when t.he fish are dist.rib
uted in smaller volumes of wat.er than in larger
ones. Changes in patchiness and depth of distri
bution may not be as important. as t.he size of the
waters when the discussion concerns a whole
season during which t.ot.iLl effects may be nearly
const.lUlL Since sllrdines may remain in a particular
stratum, the volume of water may be approxi
mat.ed by t.he area of fishing ground, ..4., that is
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measured by location of the hauls or isothermal
contours.

The first approach regards the value of Qas qjA.
Since catch per unit of effort, is related to the

mean density of the fish stock in the fishing
ground. as well as to the efficiency of individual
gear, this quantity should be adjusted by an
appropriate measure (such as area of fishing
ground) to yield the relative b'tock size and the
virtual mortality coefficient (Gulland, 1955; Bev
erton and Holt, 1957). Watt (1956, p. 629) pointed
out that t,he catch per unit of effort, obtained by
dividing the total cntch by totnl effort in it season,
is not renlistic when nvnilability changes wit,hin
the season. He, therefore, compared the st,ock
sizes in 2 years by the catch per unit of effort in a
part,icular mont,h. .

If a fishery is operated in severalloealities, there
is no reason to believe that rate of availability
(accessibility and vulnerability) is common for the
total range of the fishery. Each locality should be
studied, especially if the stocks in different areas
are composed of different subpopulations.

Such studies require that the calculations be
calTied on for shorter periods and over smaller
areas. Because the mean of the lnst term of
equation (9) does not reduce to zero for such a
situation, we have to assume the following:

a. l.1 nnd q fluctuate around their means at
random, and their variances are so small that these
quantities mo,y be regarded as constltnt.

b. There is It mean of l' that gives a mean of the
second term for o,ny given set of q, j, and A.

c. The ratio of nvnilabilities in 2 adjacent, yenrs
fluctuates nround a logarithmic mean at random.

d. The avnilability and gear efficiency are
common for two ndjacent age group s.

On the bnsis of these assumptions, the virtual
mortnlity coefficient of a certain Ilge group of fish
during the tth season, Z;, in an arell is

Z:,=M,-log {I',.exp (-f,q,jA ,)+(l-I',)}

+(log I',-log 1',-1) (10)

and the mean of the virtual mortality coefficients
of the age group, Z', is

Z'=M-=log {rexp (-jtj/A)+(1-1')} +<1 (11)

where l' and ~ are estimated averages of l' and q
in the nge group, which give the nIeI\ll of the
second term in the formula (10) for a given set of
.f and...4., and d=log (I'dl'o)jm-l.

ANALYSIS OF CATCH CURVE OF PACIFIC SARDINE

The parameters, l.J, q, 1', and d, may be esti
mated by the least-squares method if appropriate
data which were taken in at least 6 successive years
and a suit,able computer nre available to make the
cnleulntions.

Putt,ing a,=exp (-f,qjA ,), nnd b,=log ra,
+(l-r)+d, the expected virtual mortnlit,y co
efficient, E(Z',), eqmus M-b ,. The differences
between observed !l,nd expected mortnlity coeffi
cients, d's, are:

ds=log {aSI'5+(1-I'S)} -(log l's-log 1'1+5d)-bs

(12)

These equations give the rates of nvailability for
these 5 years. Repenting this procedure for eneh
successive 6-year period, we may obtain the run
ning lwerages of the pllrameters on which a more
advanced discussion can be made. When A is not
accurately measured, the calculation of availabil
ity, based on the constllnt Q=qjA, may give some
dues for estimating vulnernbility. When fish show
differential distribution by {tge, the mortality I'll.te
in the entire popultttion may be estimated from
the summation of the stock size of each age group
in each locnlity. Before cnlcuhLt,ion, division of the
area should be reexmnined, such ns by areal vnrilt
tion in fishing season and reltttive size of sub
popultttions (perhaps by scnle characters. as well
as serological research).

Finnlly, it should be noted that this type of
analysis does not provide absolute values of
availnbilit,y for a whole population. Estimntes
mlty differ from each other for avnilability of l\ll
age group in n season by six different series. If
relative vnlues of the estimnted mtes for suecessive
sensons are eompamble for all of the six series,
however, the absolute rnte may be surmised from
informatIon on t.he distribution of stocks and
independent from fisheries. sueh as an egg eensus.
As It matt,er of fact, est,imates of nvailnbilit,y mtes
in this type of analysis could be compared with
geogmphie distributions of egg stoeks. This com
pttrison is based on the fact that the dist.ribution
of the parent stock of the Pacific snrdine was
represented by egg distribution for the 5 years
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1952-56 (Ahlstrom, 1959, p. 204). Furthermore, a
coincidence of distribut.ions of parent stocks and
their eggs was detected in the related species,
Sardinops melanost-icta, inhabiting t.he wat.ers adja
cent to Japan (Nakai, 1960, p. 821).

SUMMARY

The rate of natural mortality of the Pacific
sardine seems t.o be higher in t.he older fish t.han
in the younger ones and higher in t.he sout.hern
subpopulat.ion than in the northern one. For this
reason it is indicated that. natural mortality should
be estimat.ed for t.he subpopula,tions by age from
the catch data of two adjacent. age groups.

Availability was found to differ by age as well
as by season. High correlations were obtained
bet.ween the rat.es of t.wo adjacent. age groups
exploited in the same fishing season; t.herefore, this
rate also should be estimated by examinat.ion of
t.wo adjacent age groups.

The dat.a suggest t.hat. availabilit.y was positively
correlat.ed with water temperatures in July to
September, immediat.ely preceding t.he fishing
season.
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In addit.ion t.o the above factors, others such as
efficiency of gear and area of fishing grounds may
affect the cat.ch curves. The most promising pro
cedures may be t.he comparisons of the total
mortalit.y coefficients, nu~ber of boats, and area
of fishing grounds during the shortest time periods.
Considerat.ion of these fact.s indicates t.hat running
averages for six seasons should be comput.ed for
t.hese factors.
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